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Abstract 

We start by constructing a Hilbert manifold T of orienta- 
tion preserving diffeomorphisms of the circle (modulo the group 
of bi-holomorphic self-mappings of the disc). This space, which 
could be thought of as a completion of the universal Teichmiiller 
space, is endowed with a right-invariant Kahler metric. Using 
results from the theory of quasiconformal mappings we construct 
an embedding of T into the infinite dimensional Segal-Wilson 
Grassmannian. The latter turns out to be a very natural am- 
bient space for T. This allows us to prove that T's sectional 
curvature is negative in the holomorphic directions and by a 
reasoning along the lines of Cartan-Hadamard's theory that its 
geodesies exist for all time. 

The geodesies of T lead to solutions of the periodic Korteweg- 
de Vries (KdV) equation by means of V. Arnold's generalization 
of Euler's equation. As an application, we obtain long-time ex- 
istence of solutions to the periodic KdV equation with initial 
data in the periodic Sobolev space 'Hp{r(E, R). 

1    Introduction 

The interplay between the theory of infinite dimensional completely 
integrable systems and complex analysis has been extremely fruitful to 
both fields. We feel, however, that there are still many pieces of the 
picture missing, especially if one takes into account the development of 
the theory of Teichmiiller spaces and quasiconformal mappings. 

Our main object of study concerns geometric aspects of a certain 
class of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of the circle modulo 
conformal diffeomorphisms of the disk. More precisely, this Teichmiiller 
space T is endowed with a Hilbert manifold structure by means of a 
(unique up to constant) right-invariant Kahler metric and contains the 
Teichmiiller space of C00 diffeomorphisms of the circle. The construc- 
tion of such space T is the object of Section 2. 

One of the motivations for such study is the remarkable fact that in- 
vestigating the geodesies of T will give information about the behavior 
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of solutions to the periodic Korteweg-de Vries equation 

dtu = dlu + 6udxu. (1) 

The connection between the geodesic flow on T and the KdV equation 
follows from V. Arnold's approach to Euler's equation [4, 5], which was 
applied by Khesin and Ovsienko [39] to one of the co-adjoint orbits of 
the Bott-Virasoro group. We apply the same ideas to a different co- 
adoint orbit. As far as we know, this is a new remark (see also [46]). 
The upshot is the following result, which is proved in Appendix 1: 

Theorem 1. IfT is endowed with the above mentioned right-invariant 
Kdhler metric, then one can associate to each geodesic through the iden- 
tity a solution to the KdV equation. Furthermore, in this case, the 
solution to the KdV equation exists for all time. 

To prove this, we shall need some preparation. Our first result, 
which seems to be proved in the literature [46] only for the case of (7°° 
diffeomorphisms, is the following: 

Theorem 2. The space T embeds isometrically into the Segal-Wilson 
Grassmannian, when the latter is endowed with the Hilbert-Schmidt 
norm. 

By virtue of this embedding, we are in position of studying the 
curvature properties of T in a very convenient ambient space. This 
allows us to prove the following basic result, which is of interest on its 
own: 

Theorem 3. The sectional curvature of T in the holomorphic direc- 
tions is bounded from above by a negative number. 

As a corollary, we can identify the Teichmuller space T with the 
infinite-dimensional Siegel disc. See Section 7. 

Kirillov and Yurev [22, 23] have formulas for the curvature of T, 
but we believe that this is the first time one shows the negativity of 
the sectional curvature in the holomorphic direction for the invariant 
Kahler metric of T. 

A consequence of this circle of ideas is that the existence of geodesies 
on T implies existence of periodic solutions to the KdV equation. More 
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precisely, through an application of the Hopf-Rinow theorem [10, 13] 
to a certain two dimensional totally geodesic complete manifold we 
obtain long time existence of periodic solutions to the KdV equation 
with initial (real) data in the 27r-periodic Sobolev space ?{per(R,R). 

This approach has a very different flavor from the standard proof 
of existence of solutions to the KdV equation, which can be found for 
example in [14, 17, 18, 19, 20] and references therein. We feel that this 
gives a very promising geometrical picture of the problem. The hope 
being that this can be applied to more general problems. 

A good part of the paper is dedicated to the computation of the cur- 
vature tensor of T. We show that sectional curvature in the holomor- 
phic directions is less than —3/2. This information is then used together 
with an extension to infinite dimensions of the Cartan-Hadamard theo- 
rem to show the Arnold exponential instability of the geodesic flow. The 
general approach for infinite dimensional case of the Cartan-Hadamard 
theory can be found in S. Lang's book [26]. 

This paper will be organized as follows: 

In Sections 2 and 3 we construct a holomorphic equivariant map 
from the Teichmiiller space 

r=Difl5./2(51)/PSUili 

to the Segal-Wilson Grassmannian. Here, and throughout this paper, 
we denote by PSUi5i the sub-group of linear fractional transformations 
that send the unit disk into itself. The embedding is done by recalling 
that each </> G T can be expressed as the composition of two univalent 
functions Z^1 and /QQ. The function /QQ is defined in the exterior of 
the disc, which we call Doo, and /Q"

1
 is defined on the complement of 

/ooO^oo)- From the function/oo we define the Beltrami operator. Hence, 
we associate to each (j> the space of solutions W^ to the Beltrami equa- 
tion with a certain complex dilation /x^.1  The functions in WQ when 

restricted to Sl are naturally elements of the Hilbert space H = L2(Sl). 
Thus, Wf can be identified with a subspace of if, which we denote by 
W^. However, more can be said. Recall the standard decomposition 
H = H+®H- as the direct sum of non-negative indexed Fourier compo- 
nents and negative indexed Fourier components. We show in Section 3 

1The idea of looking at the elements of the Grassmannian as the boundary values 
of solutions of differential equations is due to Witten [52]. 
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that the projection pr_ : W^ -» iJ_ is Hilbert-Sehmidt. Since from 
our construction it follows immediately that pr+ : W^ —» H+ is an iso- 
morphism we get that Wfy is a point in the Segal-Wilson Grassmannian 
[47]. This Grassmannian, which plays an important role in theory of 
solitons, is used here in a totally novel way (for the traditional approach 
see [16, 47]). In our construction, the KdV flow appears as a geodesic 
flow in T, which can be in turn embedded into the Segal-Wilson Grass- 
mannian. 

Section 4 is dedicated to endowing the space T with a Hilbert man- 
ifold structure. 

In Section 6 we show that the Teichmiiller space T equipped with 
the unique (modulo a constant) right-invariant Kahler metric has neg- 
ative Gaussian curvature. The proof is based on the construction of 
the so-called Cartan coordinate system. 

Section 7 is concerned with the description of the geodesies. Here 
we show that since the geodesies stay in a certain two-dimensional 
manifold, we can employ the Hopf-Rinow theorem to establish global 
existence in time of the geodesies. Hence, using the results reviewed 
in the Appendix 1 we are able to show global existence of solutions to 
the periodic KdV equation with initial data in T/per. Section 7 ends 
with an infinite dimensional analogue of Cartan-Hadamard's theorem 
[10, 13] showing Arnold's exponential spreading of the geodesies. 

In Section 8 we give a procedure to construct periodic solutions 
to the KdV equation. This is done explicitly, modulo the Riemann 
mapping theorem, by using solutions of Beltrami's equation. 

The paper ends with two appendices. On the first one, we give a 
review of Arnold's point of view on Euler's equation and the construc- 
tion of geodesies. On the second one, we summarize the different results 
from Teichmiiller theory used throughout the paper. 

We close the introduction with a bit of notation. We shall denote 
by 'Hp^RjC) the set of (27r-periodic) distributions Sn€Zttnexp(mx) 
such that ]Cn€Z(l + n2)s\an\2 < oo. We shall often identify this space 
with l-ts{Sl) by setting z = exp(ix). 
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2    Construction of a Holomorphic map 
from D^^^/PSUi,! to the 
Segal-Wilson Grassmannian 

We recall that the Segal-Wilson Grassmannian is the set of closed sub- 
spaces W of H = if+ 0 H- such that the projection pr+ : W -> H+ is 
Fredholm and the projection pr_ : W -* H- is Hilbert-Schmidt, where 
H is the L2 space of complex functions on 51. 

The goal of Sections 2 through 5 is to construct the space 2 

T = DiflS_/2(S1)/PSUi>i 

and simultaneously to embed it into the Segal-Wilson Grassmannian. 
This embedding will prove to be instrumental in the computation of the 
curvature of T and the construction of the Cartan coordinates. One 
may think of T as a completion of the space of Difl^0(S'1)/PSUi5i with 
respect to a right-invariant Kahler metric. This abstract definition, 
however, does not seem to make the embedding into the Grassmannian 
evident. We chose therefore to proceed in a more concrete way by 
constructing T and its embedding simultaneously. 

This approach also highlights different but equally important as- 
pects of T. From one side one can think of T as a space of Beltrami 
differentials, from a second one, as an orbit space of the Virasoro group, 
and from a third one as a complete Kahler manifold isometrically em- 
bedded into the Segal-Wilson Grassmannian. 

In the present section we limit ourselves to constructing a map 

#:Tn£>-><5r, 

where 

Gr = {W closed subspace of i?|pr+ : W -> H+ is an isomorphism}, 

and V is an open set close to the identity map of 51. 

In the next section we show that if (j) is a diffeomorphism of the circle 
satisfying the additional assumptions 1 and 2, which we make explicit 

2The upper index 3/2 in the above formula is to underscore that the metric on 
the tangent space is equivalent to a Sobolev 3/2 norm. 
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bellow, then the image W = \I/(0) has the property that pr_ : W -> H- 
is Hilbert-Schmidt. 

The outline of the main steps is essentialy the following: From a 
diffeomorphism </> we construct the corresponding Beltrami differential 
Given the Beltrami differential we construct an operator B^ on the 
plane, which agrees with the usual d operator outside the disk. We 
then construct a suitable (non-orthonormal) basis for ker B^ and finally 
restrict ourselves to the unit circle to obtain ^(0) = ker^. 

We will show that the vector space generated by elements in ker B^ 
when restricted to the circle gives us a point in the Grassmannian. 

We start with some notation. The open unit disc centered at the 
origin will be denoted by Do. The complement to the closure of Do will 
be 

Doo ={*€C| M>1}, 

where C denotes the Riemann sphere C U {oo}. The set of compactly 
supported functions of class Ck on C will be denoted by CQ (C). We 
denote by PSUi^ the group of bi-holomorphic functions from the disc 
Do into itself. 

Our construction is based on the so called sewing problem, which 
also plays a role in other problems of complex analysis [22, 28, 29]. 
Given (j) a quasisymmetric homeomorphism of the circle, find a pair of 
homeomorphisms /o and /oo, such that 

a) /o : Do —> /o(Do) C C and /^ : D^ —> /^(Doo) C C, where /„ 
and /oo are conformal in the interior of their domains of definition, 

b) The sets /o(Db) and /oo^oo) are complementary Jordan domains, 
and 

c) For every z G S1 

<l>(z) = folofoo(z) , 

where the superindex —1 indicates the inverse function. 

In the Appendix 2 we shall review the notion of quasisymmetric func- 
tions and cover some known results related to the theory of Teichmiiller 
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spaces. For the time being we remark that the sewing problem stated 
above has a unique solution provided we require 0, /o and /QQ to be 
normalized. One such normalization is achieved by requiring that they 
all fix the points -1, -z and 1 of S1. See [40, 28, 29]. 

We recall that the Schwarzian derivative of an analytic function / 
is defined by 

We are now ready to introduce a key object in our construction: 

Definition 4. For (j) a normalized quasisymmetric function we set 

f-ia-wsvMzm,   zen, 
"^     \0, ,6C\Bb. 

Since foo is univalent, Nehari's Lemma (see [1]) implies that 

IMoo < 3. 

We assume the following: 

Assumption 1. The function (f) is such that the solution of the sewing 
problem f^ satisfies 

IMoo < 1. (2) 

In Appendix 2 we show that if (j) is sufficiently close to the identity 
map in the Cl topology, then Assumption 1 is satisfied. 

We define the Beltrami operator: 

Definition 5. Let /x G I/^C). For / e C^(C) we define the operator 

d/x by 

dflf(z)^df(z)-f,(z)df(zy 
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We shall denote also by 3^ the extension (in the weak-derivative 
sense) of this operator to more general functions, such as / € L2(C) 
whose distributional derivatives df and df are locally in L2. 

Recall that H+ denotes 

H+ = \fe L2(sl)\f(z) = '£*nzn,ze Sl\, 
I n>0 J 

and i?_ denotes its orthogonal complement in L2(S'1).   Hence, H = 

Theorem 6. The map (j) —>• kerd^^i = WQ C H defines an iso- 
metric embedding of Diff^0(51)/PSUi)i into the Segal-Wilson Grass- 
mannian endowed with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. (The metric on 
Diflqo(Srl)/PSU1,i will be defined in Section 4.) 

The main step in the proof of this theorem, which will be given in 
Section 3, is to show that pr_ : W4 -» if_ is Hilbert-Schmidt. The 
proof of this fact relies heavily on the construction of a special basis for 
W. The rest of this section is devoted to this construction. 

We define some operators that will play an important role. 

Definition 7. Let h e i/(C), then 

Ph(0 = -- f f h(z) (^—) dxdy, (3) 
n JRJR        \Z-QJ 

where z — x + iy. 

Definition 8- Let h G C7|(C), then 

TMC)d=lim--// T^dxdy, 
6->o    TTJ J\z^\2>e (z - C)2 

where z = x + iy. 

It can also be shown that (Lemma 2 page 87 of [1]) 

dPh = h, 
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and 

dPh = Th. 

From a result of Calderon and Zygmund it is known that T extends as 
a bounded operator from LP(C) into itself of norm Cp for any p > 1, 
where Cp —> 1 as p —>► 2. 

Construction of Special Solutions to BeltramVs Equation: 

We define v^ by 
oo 

where T0
n(^) = n^71-1 and 

Now we set, for n > 0, 

^(n) def ^n + p(^(^) + n^"1)). (4) 

The following result is proved for the case of n = 1 in [1] (Theorem 
1, page 91). The general case is a generalization of the proof therein 
and will be given in the Appendix B. 

Theorem 9. For any integer n > 1 we have that w^ is the unique 
solution of the problem: 

B^wW = 0, 
dMn) - nz71'1 £ If for some p>2, (5) 
f^w^(eie)de = 0. 

Note that from equation (4) 
oo 

k=0 

where, by T o /i^ we mean the composition of the operator T with the 
operator of multiplication by /x^. So, with this notation, we get another 
way of writing w^n\ It can be written as 

w (n) =zn + p ^ECTo/x^*^-1) 
A;=0 

(6) 
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Lemma 10.  The restriction to S1 of second term on the r.h.s. of equa- 
tion (6) is an element H-. 

Proof. Since w^ \^QO is complex analytic we have that 

w (n) 

©ex 
= ^ + /(^) + ^aiz-^ (7) 

3>l 

where f(z) is an entire function. From the condition that dzw^ — 
nzn-i g j^p ft follows that /'(z) is zero. Hence, f(z) = ao, where ao 
is a constant. From the chosen normalization for the definition of the 
operator P in equation (3) it is easy to see that 

□ 
Definition 11. The space W,/, is defined as the graph of the closure 
of the operator i^ : H+ —> H-. that maps zn H* V^, where for n = 
1,2,... 

(„) def P /^^(To^Crw"-1) 
A;=0 51 

and v^ = 0. 

Remarks. 

The space W^ is spanned by the set w® = zl + v^l\ since it is the 
graph of the operator w^. The main result of the next section is 
that Wfj) is Hilbert-Schmidt. This implies in particular that W^ is 
closed. From the definition of W^, it follows that pr+ : W^ —> i?'+ 

is an isomorphism. Hence, pr_ : W^ -> i7_ is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator. So the results of the next section show that 

^ ^ >% (8) 

is a well defined map from T into the Grassmannian Gr. 

In Section 4 we shall show that the map defined in equation (8) 
is holomorphic. Furthermore, we show that when restricted to 
(j) G C00 it coincides with the map defined in [36]. From the 
definition used in [36] it follows directly the equivariance of this 
map. 
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3    The Projection pr_ : W^ -► Il- 
ls Hilbert-Schmidt 

The main goal of this section is to prove that under appropriate as- 
sumptions the operator w^ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. In Section 4 
we prove that all the operators w^ in a certain neighborhood of the 
identity have such property. 

We recall that for Hi and H2 Hilbert spaces, an operator T : Hi —> 
H2 is called Hilbert-Schmidt if for one orthogonal basis {e^}^/ of Hi 
we have 

£||Te,||2<oo. 
iei 

If this is the case for one basis of Hi it is also the case for every basis 
oiHi. 

For technical reasons, which will become clear bellow, we shall need 
to use the following hypothesis: 3 

Assumption 2. The function g = — ^[/^(l/z)] is bounded in Do- 

We can now state the main result of this section, namely: 

Theorem 12. If cj) satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2 the operator w^ of 
Definition 11 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 

Proof of the Theorem. The proof of the theorem is based on show- 
ing that under the hypothesis the sequence {v^}n>i 0f Definition 11 
satisfies 

f><»>||2<00. 
n=l 

Since the space lf_ = span{z l\i > 1}, we are going to show that 

EEK"0".- '-i\l
2 

< 00. 

71=1  j = l 

3In fact, from the proof bellow, such assumption may be relaxed by asking that 
g(z) belongs to the (inner) Hardy class H3/2(ID>o), i.e., supr<1 /^ \g(rei0)\3/2 d0 < 
00. This condition is obviously a consequence of the Assumption 2. 
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Let's massage a little bit the expression for \(v^n\ z J)|2. We are going 
to use the convention that z = pexp(ix). 

An elementary application of Stoke's theorem gives that 

(v^,z-j}   =   — /    vin\z,z)z-j dx 
27r J0 

=       1     f   v(n){    E)zJ^ 

=   — f dv{n) A {z?-xdz) 

=   ^- / dv^ dzAiz^dz). 
Zm Jm 

But, from the construction of v^ we have that 

dyW = BP ^f^(To^)k(nzn-1) 
k=0 

= ^5](ro^)*(rL8»-1)l 

A;=0 

where, by T o ^ we mean the composition of the operator T with the 
operator of multiplication by /x^. So, 

1     r       ^ 
(v{n\ z-l) = —       ^ VVT o ^"(nz*-1)*-1 dz A ^.       (9) 

We now recall that 

where 

^(z) = (1 - kl2)^^"), 

^W = -\s\foo(l/z)](z). 

(10) 

(11) 

Now, we are going to apply Cauchy-Schwarz (for the inner-product 
of L2(Do)) to the right hand side of equation (9).   Indeed, we write 
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^ = n^ fij , except for possibly a set of zero measure in Do, and we 
get 

717 Jm 2-Ki 
k=0 

< llftfV-1!!2 Y^To^nn^-1)^ 
k=0 

(12) 

where the norms are taken in L2(Do). We are going to estimate each 
of the norms of equation (12). First, \\fj,J z^~l\\2. 

\^-l\\2 = -I I [(i-pr^m/^v4-1 dpdx 

Now, we work on the term || 'Z,h=o(Toli<l>)k(ni^~l)til/4i\\2- We be§in 

by noticing that 

oo oo 

k=0 k=0 

Now, we proceed as in the construction of w^ (Section 3) by using the 
fact that the Hilbert transform T is an isometry of L2(C), to get 

E^^o/^f^"-1) 
&=() fc=0 

lz,°°(iDb)lln2;n   A^   I 

So, 

E^T^^TW/^-1) 
k=0 

< 
(1 " cof 

\nz' -y/i2, 

def 
where Co = H^IU^ciDb) < 1- 
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Now, we estimate 

1      /»Z7r    /»i 

\\nzn-^ft   =   - n\l-pyf\g^\3l2P2n-ldpdx 
K Jo      JO 

,3/2 

6n2 „    3/2 
M] n(n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3)l|y|li00^) 

=   0(l/n% 

where in the next to last step above we used the fact that 

3 
Ai -/W-1 dp= 

Jo oK ; n(n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3)' 

We conclude the proof using the two estimates above for the norms 
that appear in the right hand side of equation (12) to get 

C1C2 

v 72n2 

71=1 71=1   j = l     X ^ 
Eli"'"'!!2 ^ EE 

ClC2(El)2<oo, 

where Ci and C2 are constants that depend only on (j). D 

Corollary 13.  The projection pr_ : W^ —> H- is Hilbert-Schmidt 

We remark that the constants Ci and C2 in the proof of Theorem 12 
depended only on the norms HS'IIL

00
^) 

and IIM^HL
00
^) where g and //^ 

were defined by equations (11) and (10). A straightforward corollary 
of this proof is the following: 

Theorem 14. Let g be constructed according to Section 2.   Suppose 
that g is an element of the Hardy class H3/2(Oo) and that 

^(z) = (1 - \z\r9(z) 

satisfies 

W^Wi^iih) < Co < 1. 
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Then, the operator w^ of Definition 11 is Hilbert-Schmidt and 

where K is independent of g. 

4    The Hilbert Manifold Structure of 
Difl^WPSUi,! 

Our goal in this section is to endow the manifold T= Diff^:2(*S'1)/PSUi>i 
with a Hilbert manifold structure. This will be done in several steps. 

Step 1.    Give a Hilbert space structure to the tangent space of the 
manifold T at the identity, which will be denoted by T^T. 

Let T00 be the space of C00 orientation preserving diffeomorphisms 
of Sl modulo the group PSUi^. The space T00 has a complex structure. 
By that we mean, one has a global splitting of the complexified tangent 
bundle 

TT00 ® C = (TT00 ® C)(1'0) e (TT00 ® C)(0jl) 

such that 

(TT00 ® C)(1'0) = (TT00 ® C)(0jl) 

and that the bracket of two (1,0) vector fields is also (1,0). Now, the 
holomorphic part (T^T00 ® C)(1,0), can be identified by means of 

(Tidr~)<l,D> ^ 1 / g 000(5*. C)\f=Yl ^ ] 
I n>2 J 

To be concrete, we may think of an orientation preserving diffeomor- 
phism 7 on S'1 as ^(e™) = exp(z^(a;, t)), where ^(x + 27r) = ip(x) + 27r. 
Using such parametrization, a tangent vector to T at the origin is given 
by 

A;^±1,0 
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where ak — a-k since ip is real.   Then, the corresponding vector in 
(TT00 ® C)^'0) is given by Y,k>2 akZk- 

We recall that a Hermitean metric on a complex manifold is called 
Kahler if its imaginary part is a symplectic form. In [43] it is shown that 
there exists, up to a constant, a unique right-invariant Kahler metric 
on T00 such that for any / = J2n>2 anZn € (T^T00/1'0) we have 

||/||2 = J>(n2-l)|an|2. (13) 
n>2 

We define the Hilbert space T^T as the completion of the T^T00 

with respect to this metric. It is easy to see that this is a linear subspace 
of H+ which is complete in the Sobolev 'Hper-norm. 

Step 2.   Define an "exponential map": 

Set 

zk 

Obviously, the set {ek\k > 2} is an Q.n. basis of (T^T)^1'0^ with respect 
to the metric defined in (13). Therefore, any / in such space can be 
written as: 

f = ^2tkek 
k>2 

with the vector (£2^3, • • •) £ ^2- We associate to the above / 

&{*) = JK(*;*2,*3>..-) 

def ^l - k|2)2Eib>2**c*(^)2"2» Z G Jo 
\o, zeC\Bo. 

The fit constructed this way is a Beltrami differential provided that 

||M-)IUoo(C)   <   1   . (14) 

Note that the set O of such values of the parameters t = (£2, h, - • •) 
is open in £2. Indeed, one can easily estimate 

iM.)iu~<cm2. 
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It is a well known fact that [1, 6] for each t G O there exists a quasi- 
conformal diffeomorphism Ut such that: 

{ u)t(j>) = p for p € {-1, -i, 1}. 

We remark that this is a bit different from the usual normalization 

I du)t(z) — 1 G LP for some p > 2 
"t(0) = 0, 

but the two are related by a linear fractional transformation. 

Since /^(z) = 0 on DQO, the function ujt is univalent and complex 
analytic on D^. Let 

■p     4^?    i 

The Riemann Mapping Theorem yields that there exists a unique uni- 
valent complex analytic function /o^ such that 

1 /oft(p) = p for p€ {-l,-i,l} l    ; 

Let 

exp(i) = f^ o f^tlsi = <TU 

where the super-index —1 means the inverse function. 

For further use we make note of the following estimates. 

Lemma 15. If we set, for z G DQ 

zk~2 

M   VHk2 -1) k>2 

then 

\\g\\L<*><n>)<C\\t\\,2. 

Also, for0<€<l 
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Since the function //$(•) defined above is of class C1+e for any 0 < 
6 < 1, a straightforward adaptation of Theorem 1 on page 269 of [6] 
gives that: 

Proposition 16. The quasiconformal mapping z i-> uJt(z) defined 
above is of class C2+e for every 0 < e < 1. 

As a consequence of this last fact, we can use a result of Kellog- 
Warschawski [50] (see also page 49 of [41]) that ensures that the inner 
mapping foj defined above is of class C2+e on DQ. Hence, our manifold 
T will be composed of class C2+e diffeomorphisms. In particular, at is 
quasisymmetric. 

As an application of the Ahlfors-Weill result (see Appendix 2, The- 
orem 51) it follows that 

Proposition 17. For t in a neighborhood ofOel2 the mapping 

t H+ exp(t) e Diff^OT/PSUi,! 

is locally one-to-one. 

Step 3. Around each point 0 in T00 we define a new neighborhood 
Nfa obtained by right translation of Nao.e by the function <^, where <To 
is the identity map. In such a way we define the Hilbert manifold T. 

Note that for each <f> G T, the tangent space at <j) is given by the 
span of the following orthonormal set: 

{ek o ftk > 2}. 

Indeed, this can easily be seen by looking at the tangent space as equiv- 
alence classes of smooth paths in the manifold. 

Theorem 18. The space T is a complete metric space with respect to 
the Kdhler metric. 

Proof. Let {^n} be any Cauchy sequence. Using the homogeneity of 
T we can assume that (j)n is contained in the set NQ = exp(.B(0;e)), 
where 5(0, e) is a sufficiently small ball in I2. Since the exponential is 
1-1 and a local diffeomorphism, it follows that the limit of exp~1(0n) 
exists. Hence, {</>n} has a limit. □ 
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Remarks. 

1. The estimate of Lemma 15 together with Theorem 14 and the 
Ahlfors-Weill result gives that the mapping 

teOcP*-*WateGT 

is continuous, provided we endow Gr with the Kahler metric of 
Section 7.8 of [42]. 

2. Along the lines of the Ahlfors-Bers' theorem [1]: If the Beltrami 
differential depends holomorphically on the parameter t then the 
solutions of equation (5) also depend holomorphically on t. Com- 
bining this theorem with the construction of the exponential map 
it follows easily that the map from T into Gr defined above is 
holomorphic. 

We know that 

VHk2 -1) 
k>2 

is an orthonormal basis in the tangent space to id G T. In the next 
Theorem we will compute the identification between the tangent and 
cotangent spaces with respect to the canonical Kahler metric on T 
which we will call the Weil-Petersson metric. 

Theorem 19. The identification of tangent space to the identity of the 
Universal Teichmuller space T with the cotangent space at the identity 
of T with respect to the Weil-Petersson Kahler metric is given by the 
following formula for k > 2: 

Proof We know that the tangent space of the Universal Teichmuller 
space T can be identified with the Beltrami differential on the unit disk, 
i.e. with tensors of the type fj, dz ® Jj. By using the Poincare metric 
V =^(l — k|2)~2 dz Adz on the unit disk we can identify canonically 
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the space of Beltrami differentials fidz®-^ with the space of quadratic 
differentials by the standard map: 

fite® |- -)■ //(I - \z\2)-2 (di)®2 . 
oz 

So the cotangent bundle of the Universlal Teichmiiller space can be 
canonically identified with the quadratic differentials on the unit disc 
restricted to the unit circle. The above expression should be invariant 
under the action of the group PSUi,! on the unit disk. So we have that 
if LJ = f(z)(dz)®2, is a quadratic diffenerial then 

2 

/(7*> = g)   /W, 
where 7 G PSU^i. The inner product (wuW2)w.p. on ^e Quadratic 
differentials LJI = fi(z)(dz)®2 and U2 = f2{z){dz)®2 defined by the 
Weil-Petersson metric is given as follows: 

K^W = ^.f {i-\z\2Yh{z)W)^-\A2)-2dz^z 

=   ^-.1 {l-\z\2fh{z)h{z)dz^z. 

An easy computation shows that 

Pn\\wP=^- f (l-\z\2)2\z\2ndzAd-z= f\l - r2)V"+1dr, 

(17) 

where z = rexp(z^). So by integrating twice by parts we get that 

/ 
\l - r2)2r2n+1dr = 1 

2(n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3)' 

From here, we deduce that under the canonical identification be- 
tween the tangent and cotangent bundle on the universal Teichmiiller 
space Diff+(51)/PS't/i)i is given by the following formulas 

r(Diff+(51)/p(sc/1)1,rDiff+(51)/p5E/l)1) 

->r(Diff+(51)/PSU1,ll3Slff+(51)/pSUlil) 

►—► ^2n(n2 - l)zn-2. 
y/n(n2 - 1) 

Our Theorem 19 is proved. D 
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5    Conclusion of the Proof of the Embed- 
ding of T into the Grassmannian 

As announced in Section 2 we shall now conclude the proof that T is 
embedded in the Segal-Wilson Grassmannian. This will be done by- 
first showing that if ||i||2 is sufficiently small, then Assumptions 1 and 
2 of Sections 2 and 3 are satisfied, and then by using that the manifold 
T is constructed by right translation of neighborhoods of the identity 
by C00 diffeomorphisms of the circle. Before that, we start with some 
notation and general remarks. 

For W a subspace of L2(Sl) define 

Wo</>d=f{/io(/>|/ieW}. 

Note that if (j) is a diffeomorphism of class C1, then the map 

Rt'.tfiS^Bf^focjietfiS1) 

is a bounded linear transformation. We shall show that if (j) G C2+c then 
jR^ maps the Segal-Wilson Grassmannian into itself. More precisely, 
Rtf, belongs to the group GLres(L2(S1)). We recall [42] the definition of 
GLres(I/2(S'1))- A linear operator A e GLj-es^iS1)) iff the following 
conditions are satisfied: 

1. A is an invertible bounded linear operator of L2(Sl) onto itself. 

2. If we write A in block matrix form with respect to the decompo- 
sition L2^1) = H+®H- as 

a   b 
c   d 

A = 

then, the operators b and c are Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 

As in Section 2, we use the notation 

(18) 

-i(i - ^ysiui/zm,    zeoo 
0, ^€C\Do, 
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where (/o, foo) is a solution of the normalized sewing problem associated 
to (j). (Note that </> G Difl^: (51)/PSUi,i and hence we can always 
choose the representative which is normalized.) 

Lemma 20. Let at be as defined in Step 2 of the construction of Sec- 
tion 4- Then, at is quasisymmetric and there exists e > 0 such that 
\\t\\2 < e implies 

|K||Loo<l. (19) 

Let (foj, /oo,t) denote the solution of the sewing problem associated to 
(7*. Then, there exists e' > 0 such that \\t\\2 < cr implies that there exists 
M such that 

|5[/0oJt(lA)]|<M,Vz€D00. (20) 

Hence, for all t in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0 the Assump- 
tions 1 and 2 are satisfied. 

Proof. The fact that at is quasisymmetric is a simple consequence of 
the fact that it is a C2+c diffeomorphism, as we remarked above. To 
prove inequalities (19) and (20), we shall apply the Ahlfors-Weill result, 
which we review in the Appendix 2. Notice that if we define 

^)d=f £ 
tfc(l/2)fc-2 \ /     2 

then ip is holomorphic inside DOQ. Furthermore, for 

11*112 < CO, 

where eo is sufficiently small, we have that 

sup 
2GP00 

2(i-H2)2y. t*(i/*)fc-2 

z*   tzvm^j <2. 

Let's consider the Beltrami equation 

dF-fitdF = 0, (21) 
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where /xt is the Beltrami differential 

= | -\^v{llz) = (1- NT E,>2 ^y,        z 6 Do 

Because of the Ahlfors-Weill result we have 

ip(z) = S[F} , z e Doc 

where F is a quasieonformal mapping satisfying the Beltrami equa- 
tion (21). Now, by the construction of crt5 we have that the pair 
(/o,t> /oo,t) is the unique solution of the sewing problem for <7t. Fur- 
thermore, fooj coincides with F on Doo provided F is given the nor- 
malization (15). 

Therefore, 

<p{z) = S\f00,t]{z),zeB00. 

In other words, 

WooMz) =  (-!) E **(iA)*-2   _ , 2 e 

Taking ||t||2 sufficiently small we then have 

1 
2-(l-|^|2)25[/oo,t(l/^)] < Co < 1, 

L«>(IDb) 

and that S[foQ,tO-/z)] ^s bounded in DQ. D 

The goal now is to extend the embedding of the neighborhood of the 
identity of T in the Grassmannian to all the manifold T. To perform 
this extension we will need the following: 

Lemma 21. Let (/) G Diff^0(51) and at in the image of the exponential 
map for t in a sufficiently small neighborhood ofO so that Assumptions 
1 and 2 are satisfied. Take 

def 
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and 

def 

Then, 

ker9x = ker dv 
s1 s1 

Proof, Take ip = <7to(j). Let ^ and at be the Beurling-Ahlfors extensions 
of ^ and cr^ respectively. We are going to show that /0"1 o o^ maps 
solutions of 

into solutions of 

by means of 

dxG = 0 (22) 

dyG = 0 (23) 

G = Go$-1oat). 

Let Fx and F^ be the unique solutions of equations (22) and (23) with 
the conditions of say fixing the points —1, —i, and 0. (Theorem 43 of 
Appendix 2.) 

Claim.   For points in the interior of DQ we have 

dvFx o Tp'1 o at = 0. 

Indeed, since Fx and tp both have the same Beltrami coefficient inside 
Do it follows that dFx o ip'1 = 0. So, Fx o ip'1 is analytic inside DQ. 

The claim follows since #„/ o oi = 0 inside Do for any analytic function 
/ and because at maps Do on itself. 

Take now G any solution of (22), then by Claim (/3) of page 258 of [6] 
it follows that there exists an analytic function g such that G = g o Fx. 
The same argument employed to prove the Claim gives that inside Do 

dug o f o at = 0. 
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For points z G S'1 we have that ^~l o at(z) = 0"1(^). We conclude the 
proof by remarking that the function '0~1 o at admits a quasiconformal 
extension T to C with dF = 0 in B^. Hence, if dxG = 0inBoo, then 
G = GoT is a solution oidvG = 0. The continuity of F on the boundary 
and the fact that for z G S'1 we have 

ct)-l(z)=*lj-1oat(z)=r(z) 

implies that 

kerct 
51 

D ker dx ocj)-1. 
s1 

A similar argument writing at = cr o ^ 1
> and using 0 in the role of 0-1 

gives the equality. □ 

As a consequence of the previous Lemma it follows that every point 
in the manifold T is associated to an element of the Grassmannian 
Gr. More precisely, we take a G T and write a = at o 0 with t in a 
sufficiently small neighborhood provided by Lemma 20. For at we know 
from Theorem 12 that the space W^ of Definition 11 is a point in the 
Grassmannian. We now define 

>Vff = >Vffto0. 

Theorem 22. Let a G T,  t/ien W^ is a poini of the Segal-Wilson 
Grassmannian Gr. 

Proo/. We write a = at o cj) with t in a sufficiently small neighborhood 

provided by Lemma 20.  Note that ker 9^ 

the Lemma 21 we have that 

is dense in W^.  From 
s1 t 

kerdM(T 
51 = i?0(ker^|5i)' 

where JR^ was defined in the beginning of the present section. The proof 
reduces to showing that R^ belongs to the group GLres^l'S'1)), Now, 
the operator 

R* : L2{Sl) -> L^^1) 
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can be written as 

where 

R^ — M^ • C^, 

MM(z)=    f{Z) 

Vm' 
and 

c+m^fot-HtiVw)- 
Since </> G Diff^0(S'1), it is shown on page 91 of [42] (see also [45]) that 
Ctf, belongs to GLres(^2(5'1)). As for Afy the difficulty lies on the fact 
that the loop 

z M- (1/y/WJ) 

is not necessarily continuous. However, it has finitely many disconti- 
nuity points. An easy adaptation of the argument on page 83 of [42] 
gives that M^ also belongs to GLres(i2(5'1))- An alternative way is to 
follow directly the method of [42], namely, to consider the operator 

and to show that the kernel of the integral operator that represents 
the commutator [ify, J] is Hilbert-Schmidt. This shows that the off- 
diagonal terms of the decomposition of R^ in the form (18) are Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators. □ 

Remark.   The map H : T00 —> Gr, where 

H : a h-> No = span{l, <T, a2,... }. 

was defined in [36]. Based on the argument of this section it is easy to 
see that this map coincides with our map a \-> Wa restricted to T00. 
The proof is a consequence of the Lemma 21 of Section 5. 
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6    The Curvature Computation 

In this section we show that the Teichmuller space T = 
Diff+ (S,1)/PSUiji equipped with the unique invariant Kahler metric 
has negative curvature in holomorphic directions.4 More precisely, we 
will show that the curvature is negative and uniformly bounded away 
from zero in holomorphic directions. This combined with an extension 
of the Hopf-Rinow Theorem will be used in the next section to yield 
the existence of geodesies for all time. 

In the Appendix 1 we will prove that the geodesies of T yield so- 
lutions to the Korteweg-de Vries equation. See also G. Segal's paper 
[46]. 

We start reviewing a few facts about the invariant Kahler metric 
of the Grassmannian. We follow closely the exposition and notation 
of Section 7.8 of [42]. The first step in the construction of the Kahler 
metric is to define it at the point H+ = H+ © {0} G Gr. Note that 

TH+Gi = HS(H+,H-), 

where HS(H+,H-) denotes the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
from H+ into H-. Hence, it is natural to define5 for ip and x in TH+GT 

(i>,x} = TT(rx)- 

To extend the definition to the rest of the Grassmannian one uses the 
fact that GLres(H) acts transitively on Gr. (in fact Ures(H) already 
acts transitively). Let A G GLres(H) be a transformation sending 
H = H+ 0 H- into H = W © W1, and preserving the direct sum 
decomposition. Then, if ^ and x are elements of T^Gr = HS(W, W^) 

we have that rp = A^tpA and x = A~lxA belong to TH+Gv, Hence, 
to have a right-invariant metric we must set 

(^XV   =   (*,X)H+ (24) 
=   i:x{A*il)*(AA*)-lxA) (25) 

=   Ti{r{AA*)-lxAA% (26) 
4 After a first draft of this article was written we learned of the work of Misiolek 

[35], where formulae for the curvature are also given. We remark, however, that he 
is working in a different orbit of the Bott-Virasoro group. 

5 Our definition differs from the one used in [42] by a factor of 2. 
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where in the last equality we used a well known fact. Namely, that 
Tr(^4J5) = TT(BA) for any A bounded and B trace-class. Note that as 
a particular case, if A G Ures(H) then (I/J,X)W = Tr(^*x). 

It was shown in [36] that the embedding of T00 into the Grassman- 
nian is isometric. Since T^T00 is dense in T^T, and our embedding 
coincides with that of [36] in T00, it follows that the embedding of T 
into the Grassmannian we obtained is also isometric. Here, however, 
we have at both sides Hilbert manifolds. 

Theorem 23. Let T = Diff^: (S'1)/PSUiji be equipped with the unique 
right-invariant Kdhler metric and isometrically embedded in the Grass- 
mannian Gr. Let {ipk} be an orthonormal basis of 

TH+GT = HS(H+,H-). 

Then, 

(a) The component of the curvature tensor with respect to the or- 
thonormal basis {i/jk} is given by: 

Rfjtf — —Si]Ski "" ^il^kj 

+ Trtyitf A ^f) + Trtyitf A ^*)  for (ij) ? (fc, I) 

and 

RQfi = -26i3 + Trtyitf A ^;). 

(b) For any complex direction tfr, if we denote by K^p the Gaussian 
sectional curvature in the two-dimensional space defined by Reip 
and Irm/j, we have 

K1p = -2 + Tr(il>il>* A ^*) < -3/2. 

Proof The proof is based on the construction of the so-called Cartan 
coordinate system [12]. By that we mean a holomorphic coordinate 
system (x1, x2,...) in which the components of the metric tensor g^ is 
given by the formula: 

9i3 = kl + rij0ckxl + ^d^l3)- 
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Cartan [44] proved that if the coordinate system satisfies this last equa- 
tion, then 

'ij,kl       ~-^ij,kh 

where R is the curvature tensor. 

Construction of the Cartan's coordinates. 

Define the exponential map as follows: 6 

exp :#£(#+, #_)-*Gr. 

We assign to <pt = J^^i e HS(H+,H-), the subspace Wt of H 
spanned by the set 

{1 + ^(1), z + tptiz),..., zn + ipttf),. . . } 

Obviously, Wt is the graph of the operator cpt.  Here, t — (ti,t2j---) 
defines the local coordinates. 

Lemma 24. In the above coordinates the following expansion near 
t = 0 holds 

d2 

- -QTQT- logdet(id - ^2titj^j) 

= SQ + (2Si3 - Trtyity A V#;))*i*j 

+   E    [Wkl + SiA3 - Tr(^^* A ^) - Trtyitf A ^*)] t^ 

+ h.o.t. 

Proo/. Let 

f(t) = det (id - Y, Uij^i) i (27) 

then 

«" ,„/. fiv^.^v^.     (28) 
9ti9<7- 9^9^- <% 9t 

6 This is the same map constructed by Nag in [36]. 
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From the definition of the determinant, we have that 

det f id - ^ titjipitp* J 

= 1 - ^UijTrtyity) + J^ tiijtkiWWj A M!) + h.o.t. 
i,j id,k,l 

Hence, 

d2 

dtidt. 
det \id - ^ titjipiipj) 

= -Sfj + Tr(^* A rjjiij^tiij 

+    ]r    Tr fyity A Vfc^r + </#f A V*^;] tfc*i + h.o.t., 

— det (id - Y, tih^i) = - Z) ^(^D** + h-0-*-' 

and 

^ det (id - ^ tit^^*) = - ^ Tr(^^)tfc + h.o.t. 

Furthermore, 

1// = 1 + Y, tiiMWj) + h.o.t. 

and 

I//2 = 1 + 2 YutjTr^j) + h-o.t. 

Substituting the last 5 equations into equation (28) we obtain the 
result. This completes the proof of the lemma. □ 

From [36] it follows that \ogf(t), with / defined by (27), is the 
potential of the Kahler metric. Hence, Lemma 24 gives that the co- 
ordinates (ti,t2,...) forms a Cartan coordinate system. Thus, for 
(i,j) ^ (k,l) we get: 

RfjM = -kjhi - <%4j + Tr(V#* A tykift + ?/#; A ^fc^), 
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and 

RiM = -2% + TriWj A ^;). 

This concludes the proof of part (a) of the theorem. To prove 
part (b) remark that the Gaussian curvature in the direction ^ is given 
by 

K* = Rufi = -2 + Tr(t/#* A t/^*). 

Now, if ifri = <p, we complete the set {^i} to an orthonormal set in the 
Hilbert space T#+Gr. Hence, from the previous discussion it follows 
that 

Kv = -2 + Tr((p<p*A(p(p*). 

Lemma 25. IfTrfotp*) = 1, then Tr(A2(p<p*) < 1/2. 

Proof. Note that (pep* is a compact positive operator and hence its 
nonzero eigenvalues are all positive. Let {A*} be the set of such nonzero 
eigenvalues. Since epep* is trace-class and \\(p\\2 = Tnpcp* = 1 it follows 
that Trcpcp* = £) A* = 1. A simple argument with tensor products gives 

Tr(AW) = E^- 
i<j 

Now we remark that 

2 

^(E^) =2^^.+^^ 

From here it follows that 

Tr(A2(p(p*) < 1/2. 

Using the formula for the curvature in holomorphic direction cp it follows 
that 

K^ < -3/2 < 0. 

□ 
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7    Description of the Geodesies 

In this section we shall give a description of the geodesies passing 
through the identity of T c-^ Gr in the complex direction /0. We recall 
from Section 6 the definition of the exponential map. It was defined, 
for each s e C and if) e HS(H+, #_) as the subspace of H spanned by 
the set of vectors 

{l + stl>(l),z + 8il>(z),...}. 

Our immediate goal is to show that: 

Theorem 26. The complex curve 7^(5) = exp(s'ip) is a totally geodesic 
2-real-dimensional submanifold ofT. 

We recall that a submanifold S of a Riemannian manifold M is 
called geodesic at p if each M-geodesic passing through p in a tangent 
direction to S remains in S for all time. If S is geodesic at all its points, 
then it is called totally geodesic [13]. 

The proof of the Theorem is a consequence of the following two 
results: 

Lemma 27. Let ip € HS(H+,H-) be such that \\ip\\2 = 1 and s(t) = 
SQ + e^t, with 8 G E. Then, the norm of the tangent vector 7^ to the 
the path t »->■ j^sft)) is given by 

m\ = 1. 

Proof. Call W5 the subspace 7^(s) C H. With respect to the decom- 
position H = H+ © i/_ define the block matrix 

As = 

From the definition of >V5 we have 

id    —sip* 
sip      id 

W5 = ASH+. 

Let T : H -> H be any bounded operator.   Using that GraphT is 
perpendicular to Graph'T*, where 

Graph'T = {(-Tx,x) \ x € dom(T)}, 
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we get 

W± = ASH-. 

Hence, the matrix As maps H = H+ © iJ_ into Ws 0 W^ and preserves 
the direct sum decomposition. 

It is well known that the operators (id + ssipip*) and (id + SSI/J*^) 

are invertible. The following relations can be checked easily: 

and 

Therefore, 

AJ^ 

(id + sst/;»-V* = i/>*(id + ss^tp*)'1, 

(id + ssipip*) V = ipiid + ssifif)) l. 

id     stjj* 
—sip    id 

(id + ss^ip)-1 0 
0 [id + sstpip*)'1 

(id + ss^ip)-1 0 
0 (id + sstptp*)-1 

id     sip* 
—sip    id 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

To compute the norm ||7^(5)||, we use the identification of Tw5Gr with 
HS(yVs, W^-). The latter, is mapped onto HS(H+, if_) by means of 

X i-> A7lXA< 
H+ 

From the invariance of the metric we have that the norm of X G Ty^Gr 
is given by 

IW = ^     A^XA 
H+ 

A^XAt 
H+ 

(33) 

Since, 

A = 
0     -e-ieip* 

eieip 0 

a technical but straightforward computation with X = A(s) taking into 
account equations (29), (30), and (32) yields the lemma. □ 
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Lemma 28. Set 

7v(s) = ^^(s) 

and assume that 

Il7*(*)ll2 = l. 

Let V be the covariant derivative in T given by the Levi-Civita connec- 
tion. Then, 

V^wityOO = o. 

Proof. Let 7^(5) be a geodesic in our Kahler manifold. For each point 
5 of the geodesic 7^,(5) we define a complex direction as follows: 

7^(5) + 2X7^,(5). 

For each s in 7^,(5) we consider a geodesic X^{s) and so each point 
r on the geodesic from s with direction T^(s) we have two tangent 
vectors. The first, a(r), which is the parallel transport of 7^,(5) and 
the second /?(r) which is given by 

P(T) = ±iii,{s), 

and is the parallel transport ofTy^. Now, the Kahler condition gives 
that [y(s),I/y(s)] = 0. Hence, it follows from Frobenius theorem that 
there exist a surface 5 such that the tangent space is spanned by a (s) 
and f3(s). Since, I(a(s) + iP(s)) = i(a(s) + ip(s)) it follow that S 
is a complex analytic curve and we can take z as a complex analytic 
coordinate associated to the point z = exp(:r7^(s) + iyT^y^s)). Let's 
write 

AC*) = iA8) +iZiip{s). 

From the properties of the Levi-Civita connection it follows that 

0 = #||/^)||2     =(Vxttz),M) = 0. (34) dz so 
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and so 

d 1 

\W)f     =||V^)||2-JR||^)||2 = 0. 
50 dzdz 

Since R < 0, we have 

V,£(*) = 0. 

Restrict Vzjj,(z) on the real part at SQ and we get that 

VzMz) = o. 

Hence, taking Rez = 7^, we have 

V7^(5)7^(5) = 0. 
50 

□ 

Remark. As a consequence of the previous theorem, we can charac- 
terize a geodesic in the space T by considering this space embedded in 
the Grassmannian Gr. Given a real direction v define 

if) = v + ilv, 

where I is the complex structure operator. Clearly v is contained in 
the 2-real-dimensional plane spanned by '0. Since exp(sip) is a totally 
geodesic submanifold of T it follows that the geodesic in the real direc- 
tion v will be contained in {exp(s/ip)\s G C}. 

The above remarks allow us to state: 

Theorem 29. For each point (/> in T and each direction v in the tan- 
gent space T^T the geodesic 7(5) passing through (/> in the direction v 
exists for all s G R. 

Proof. Given the homogeneity of the space T without loss of generality 
we may assume that (j) is the identity map of S1. Because of the com- 
pleteness of T it follows that exp(5'0) is a complete closed submanifold. 
Now, we can apply Hopf-Rinow Theorem [10] to the finite dimensional 
manifold {exp(5'0)|5 G C} to conclude that the geodesic exists for all 
time. □ 
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Corollary 30.  The periodic solution to KdV equation with initial data 

u0{x) = Y, *nJnx e ^(R, R) (35) 

exists for all time. 

Proof. Consider the pairing between (real) quadratic forms on 5'1 and 
(real) vector fields. It is given by 

lq(x)dx®2\v(x)—\=  /     q(x)v(x)dx 

Using the Weil-Petersson metric we have an identification between the 
tangent and cotagent spaces. Let's denote by A : T^T —> T^T* such 
identification. Given an initial condition UQ as in equation (35) we take 
if) = A^UQ. 

Let jip(t,z) be the geodesic whose existence is guaranteed for all 
real time by Theorem 29. From the results in the Appendix 1 it follows 
that the function 

\%(t}ex.p(ix))^ 

where ' denotes the derivative w.r.t. z, is a solution to the KdV equa- 
tion. Since 7^(t, •) exists for all time, so does u(t, •). □ 

We close this section with an infinite dimensional analogue of Hada- 
mard's theorem, which will be used in the next section to show expo- 
nential spreading of the geodesic flow on T. 

Theorem 31. The exponential map gives a global diffeomorphism be- 
tween the tangent space T^T and T. 

Proof. First we prove that for fixed ^, the exponential map restricted 
to the two-real dimensional space {t^t G C} and taking values in the 
totally geodesic submanifold D^ is a covering map. To show this we 
use that the curvature in the holomorphic direction is negative, and so 
it implies that the norm 

||dexp(te)i;|| > |M|. 
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From a standard result in (finite dimensional) differential geometry- 
it follows that the map is covering. Furthermore, if ti ^ £2 then 
Wt^ 7^ W^. Hence, exp(ii^) / exp^^)- Suppose that ^ and 
^2 are linearly independent vectors, from the construction of exp it 
follows that complex curves {exp(£'0i)|t e C} and {exp(£'02)|£ € C} 
intersect only at the identity. These arguments imply that exp is a dif- 
ferentiable inclusion from T^T to T. Since T^T is open and closed, T 
will be the image of exp. From here it follows that the exponential map 
is surjective. Finally, to show that the inverse map to the exponential 
map is differentiable, all we have to do is to remark that 

^exP^ — La(t) ' TidT -> TeXp(^)T, 

where La^) is the parallel transport along the geodesic a(t) connecting 
the id to the point exp (to). Obviously this map is invertible, and 
hence because of the inverse function theorem we have an isomorphism 
between the tangent spaces. □ 

Remarks. 

1. The totally geodesic manifold D^ = {7^(s)| s G C} is isometric 
to the disc DR of radius R = \4L/K^\ endowed with the Poincare 
metric 

4R4du2 

{R2-\u\2)2' 

2. The negativity of the curvature shows the instability of the geo- 
desic flow in the sense of Arnold [5]. 

3. The analogue of the Cartan-Hadamard result shown in Theo- 
rem 31 allows us to conclude that the Diff1" (S1) is homotopically 
equivalent to 51. 

4. The infinite-dimensional Siegel disc is by definition the set of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators T : H+ -> H- such that det(J - 
TT*) > 0. As a consequence of our results, it follows that the 
space T can be isometrically identified with the infinite-dimensi- 
onal Siegel disc. Indeed, any two points in both spaces can be 
joined by a unique geodesic and we have just shown that T is 
geodesically complete. 
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8    Construction of Solutions to KdV from 
the Beltrami Equation 

In this section we will describe a procedure to construct solutions to the 
periodic KdV equation. The construction will be based on the following 
theorem: 

Theorem 32. Let /JL G T^T* be such that 

= lr-|(i-kl2)V(«),      seDb 
^      [0, £eC\Do 

and ||/i||oo < 1- For s in a neighborhood of 0 take f^^ and /o5S as in 
the construction of Section 4- 

Then, exp^s) = f^]0 foo.s extends analytically as a totally geodesic 
two-real-dimensional manifold in T. 

Proof The idea is to show that in a neighborhood of 0, there exists a 
1-1 correspondence between exp^s) and the totally geodesic subman- 
ifold constructed in Section 7. We recall the embedding of T into the 
Grassmannian given by 

T 3 as H-> Ws G Gr, 

where 

Ws
d=f(kerasM)|5i. 

In order to complete the proof of the theorem we need the following: 

Lemma 33. For s sufficiently small, there exists a linear operator L^ 
H+ -> H- such that 

W^Graph^). 

Proof. We denote by r(Do,01'0) the set of smooth (l,0)-one-forms on 
DQ of the form fdz such that / extends to the circle, and mutatis 
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mutandis r(Do,ri0'1) the set of (0,1) one-forms. For sufficiently small 
s let 

sLlt:r(B0,n
lfl)-+r(BQ,rti>1), 

be a family of linear operators defined by 

dz i-4 sjjiydz. 

Let 

WVSM = Graph(sL/1) c iXDo,^1'0) ©r^o,^0'1)- 

We will show that Ws = W^b^/tls1- Note that / is a solution of 

d,vf = 0 

iff 

df e W^M = Graph(sL/i). 

This follows directly from the following computation: 

df   =   dfdz + dfdz 

=   df(dz + ^dz\ 

So, df e Wbb^ ^ 

a/ 
df=s»- 

From here the lemma follows just by restricting to the points of S1 and 
using that the solutions of dSfjLf = 0 are of the form f(z) = G(w(z)) 
with G analytic and w an s/z-quasiconformal homeomorphism of the 
plane on itself. □ 

From Lemma 33 it follows that there exists a 1-1 correspondence 
between expM(s) and the totally geodesic submanifold constructed in 
Section 7, namely exp(sL/z). 

We are now ready to state a method for the construction of the 
solutions to the KdV equation starting with initial data of the form (35) 

We summarize this discussion in the following procedure of con- 
structing periodic solutions of KdV: 
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1. Given ^o as in equation (35) take 

(/)(expix) = y^anexp(inx) 
n>0 

and construct sfi^ = s(l — \z\2)2(t){z) for z G DQ and s^ = 0 
outside the disk DQ • 

2. Let Ugcj) be the solution of the Beltrami equation 

{ 
du — sii^{z)du) = 0, 
u)(p) = pfor pe {-l,-i,l}- 

3. We define foo,s{z) — ^s^z) for z G Doo-   Set /o5S as in equa- 
tion (16). 

4. Let for z G Sl 

9(t>z) = foAt)0fooXt)(z)- 

5. Choose a parameterization s = s(t) so that 

d 
dV 1, 

WP 

where the || \\wp is the norm w.r.t. the Weil-Petersson metric, 
i.e., the right-invariant metric defining the Riemannian structure 
ofT. 

6. If we take 

ifc(t,x) = A 
g(t,exp(ix)) 
g'(t,exp(ix))J ' 

where ' denotes the derivative w.r.t. z, • the time derivative and 
^4 is the identification used in Corollary 30, then u satisfies the 
KdV equation by the Corollary 41 in the Appendix 1. 
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9    Final Remarks 

1. As this manuscript was being finalized we became aware of a beau- 
tiful paper by Nag and Sullivan [37] where the diffeomorphisms of 
the circle modulo rotations are endowed with a Hilbert manifold 
structure modeled on the Sobolev space T^1/2. We emphasize the 
difference that in this paper we are concerned with the Hilbert 
manifold structure of Diff^:2(51)/PSUi)i. Hence our manifold is 
modeled upon 7{3/2. 

2. The idea of the curvature computation is closely related to the 
curvature computation of the Weil-Petersson metric on the mod- 
uli space of Calabi-Yau manifolds [49]. Other formulae for the 
curvature of some of the orbits of the Bott-Virasoro group with 
a natural Kahler metric were obtained by Kirillov and Yurev 
[22, 23]. We expect in a future work to obtain explicit formulae 
for the curvature in terms of the Green function for the Laplace 
operator on the disk with the Poincare metric (following some 
ideas of Siu). 

3. The relation between metrics of constant negative curvature and 
completely integrable systems is also present in the work of 
S.S. Chern and K. Tenenblat (see [9]). 

4. A number of deep analytic results concerning existence and un- 
iqueness for the periodic KdV in Sobolev space were recently ob- 
tained by J. Bourgain [8]. We remark that even the problem of 
local existence for periodic KdV in Sobolev spaces is a non-trivial 
one when s < 3/2. See [20]. Our method gives long time exis- 
tence for the solutions of KdV. We remark that our techniques 
are geometric ones and can be applied to other orbits of the Bott- 
Virasoro group. We are currently investigating the relation be- 
tween existence results for L2 initial data and the co-adjoint orbit 
of the Bott-Virasoro group isomorphic to Diff(51). (The classi- 
fication of the co-adjoint orbits of the Bott-Virasoro group was 
obtained in a result of Kuiper's [24].) 

5. The relation between the KdV (or more generally the KP) hier- 
archy and the Grassmannian is a standard fact from the theory 
of solitons [16, 47, 32].   We remark, however, that the relation 
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between the KdV equation and the Grassmannian in the present 
work is totally distinct from the one in [47]. 

The study of the periodic KdV equation is naturally associated to 
Hill's operator and to the theory of theta functions (see [38] and 
references therein). It would be very interesting to connect the 
present results with specific known examples, in particular with 
the results in [33, 34, 31, 15]. We are currently working on such 
examples. 

A    Appendix 1: Arnold's point of view on 
Euler equations 

In the first part of this appendix we describe Arnold's ideas about 
the connection between Euler equation and geodesic flows on finite 
dimensional Lie groups. On the second part we describe the infinite di- 
mensional analogue between Euler's equation and geodesic flows due to 
Arnold. For an introductory exposition to the material of this appendix 
we refer the reader to [30]. 

• Arnold's approach [5] to Euler's Equation in a Finite Dimensional 
Space: Let G be a finite dimensional Lie group, and let Q be its 
Lie Algebra. As usual we denote by Lgh = gh the left multipli- 
cation (resp. Rgh = hg the right-multiplication), and by Lg* the 
derivative of this transformation Lg (respec. Rg*). Let 

A:£^£* = Hom(£,R) 

be a positive symmetric operator. By positive symmetric operator 
we mean 

(Au\u)  > 0    Vu/0 

and 

(Av\u) =  (Au\v), 

where (|} denotes the duality bracket between Q* and Q, i.e., 
(F\€) = F(0 for F e G* and f G Q. 
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The operator A defines a right-invariant metric on G. Let g(t) 
be a geodesic w.r.t. to this right-invariant metric defined by A. 
From the right-invariance of the metric, we have that 

Rg-ug(t) = g(0) = UQ, 

which is equivalent to 

Rg(t)*uo = g(t). 

Let u(t) = Lg-i^g(t) = Lg-i^Rg^uo. Since, A : Q -> Q* is an 
isomorphism we will look at Q as identified with Q* by choosing 
an orthonormal basis in Q. The vector m = AUQ is called the 
generalized angular momentum and M(t) = Au(t) is called the 
relative angular momentum. We have the conservation law 

dm 

meaning that m is a constant of motion. From here one obtains 
(see Section D of Appendix 2, [5]) Arnold-Euler's equation for 
M(t), namely: 

^r = {«,M}, 

where {,} is the infinitesimal co-adjoint action. We recall that 
the infinitesimal co-adjoint action for M G Q* and £, 77 6 Q is 
given by: 

{&M}(ri) = {«tiM){v) = (M\[Z,'i\) 

• Arnold's approach to Euler's Equation in an Infinite Dimensional 
Space: In this case we restrict ourselves to the Bott-Virasoro 
group G. Bott proved that (see [7]): 

Theorem 34.  There exists a group G that is a central extension of 
G = Diff+tS1) given by BoWs co-cycle B : Diff+(5

1) x Diff+tS1) -> R, 
where 

B(<Tu<T2)= l0g(ai(<72))' d(log0-2)' 
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Remark. The central extension G above is called the Bott-Virasoro 
group. 

Definition 35. The Virasoro Lie Algebra is a vector space Q = C © Q 
where Q is the Lie-algebra of complex vectors-fields on S1 and the Lie- 
bracket is defined by 

[(*ufdx),(\2,gdx)] = (co(f,g),[fdXJgdx]) 

where 

Co 
{L9) = hls/

,9dz (36) 

Note that this co-cycle extends as a bounded skew-symmetric form 
on HliliS1). Indeed, if / G H^S1), then /'" e U^l2{Sl) = 
(^perCS'1))'. We remark that the tangent space at the identity to 
G is G- The construction of Arnold-Euler's equation in the finite- 
dimensional case leads us to the following natural definition in the 
infinite-dimensional context: 

Definition 36. Let A be a positive operator from Q to £/*, and suppose 
that M(t) is a curve in £/* satisfying 

d-E = {A^M{t),M{t)}, (37) 

where the infinitesimal co-adjoint action is given by: 

{e,M}(??) = (M|^r?]). 

Then, equation (37) will be called the Arnold-Euler equation. 

The following result is well known (see [39, 46, 45]) for the spe- 
cial coadjoint orbit of the Bott-Virasoro group which is isomorphic to 
Difl^OS1). 

Theorem 37.  The periodic KdV equation 

Ut = uxxx + §uux 

coincides with the Arnold-Euler equation on the Kdhler co-adjoint orbits 
of the Bott group. 
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Proof. First we will compute the co-adjoint action of the Bott-Virasoro 
group on Q* following Kirillov (see [21]). For that we use the following: 

Theorem 38 (Kirillov). The dual Lie algebra G* as a G-module is 
isomorphic to the G-module 

Z\G) = {c:GxG^R\c{%nU)^c{[r}XU)Jrc{[(:^U) = ^ 

The idea of the proof of Kirillov's result is based on two facts. The 
first is the Gelfand-Fuchs theorem, which states that 

Z2{g) = {ACQ + S | A e R,   Co as in eq. (36), and 

The second idea is the computation of the action of G on Z2(G). 
Let 

q e Q* = {q{x) dx®2}. 

Kirillov proved that 

Ad*(A, ¥>)(*, q) = (i, AcTfoOfa) + *Mv)), (38) 

where 

h((p) = S((p) o (p~l 

and for 77 G G 

(Ad'^ql^^iqlrjoip-1). 

Here, S denotes the Schwarzian derivative defined in Section 2 (but 
here taken with respect to x). The proof of Kirillov's theorem is a 
direct consequence of these two remarks. 

By a distribution of weight a we mean a tensor field f(z)(dz)a that 
changes according to the standard rules, i.e., 

f(z)(dz)a = g(w)(dw)a 

for a change of coordinate w = w(z). We now recall the following result 
of Lazutkin [27] and Kirillov's. 
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Lemma 39 (Lazutkin, Kirillov). The set Z2(Q) = ^* can be iden- 
tified with the Q-module of Hill's operators 

{\dl + q] 

acting on distributions of weight —1/2 as G-modules. 

The idea of the proof is based on the following fact: Suppose that 
rji and 772 are two linearly independent solutions of Hill's equation 

then 

If we perform a change of variables x H-> a~l{x) and use the property 
of the Schwarzian derivative 

<S(¥PO^) = (5(VP)O^)(^)2 + <5(V), 

we get that rji o a~1(x) will satisfy the Hill's equation 

(Xd2
x + q)^ = 0, 

with 

\r)2{o l{x)), 
=   qoa-'Wda-'ix^ + Sia-'ix)). 

From here and the Kirillov formula (38) the lemma follows. 

• Computation of the co-adjoint action of £ G Q onQ*: 

We start by noticing, from the discussion above, that 

g*^{(\qdx®2)} . 

The computation will be done in three steps. 
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1. Computation of the infinitesimal action of £ on quadratic 
differentials. We proceed in the standard way. Let gt(x) be 
a one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms of the circle and 
such that 

gt(x) = x + i^ + h.o.t. 

We will compute the derivative 5b of the family of quadratic 
differentials b(gt(x))(d(gt(x)))®2 at t = 0. Hence, 

b(gt(x))(d(gt(x))r 
= b(x + % + h.o.t.)(d(x + *£ + ... ))02 

= (6(^)+i&a;(x)£+ h.o.t)(ete + ^a.£to+ h.o.t.)02 

= b(x)(dx)®2 +1(6^ + 2^6) (dx)02 + h.o.t. 

Hence, 

iJ6=(6^ + 26&)(cfa)®2. 

2. Computation of the pairing of Q and £/*. We start by recall- 
ing that the dual G* can be identified to the set 

{(£, 6)|t G R and 6 is a quadratic differential}. 

Here, by quadratic differential, we mean an element of the 
form b(x)dx®2, where b for a local coordinate-chart is an 
element of T-LpeJ - So Jhat the pairing between a point 
(fJbjTi) = (^qd/dx) 6 Q and a point (5, b(dx)®2) is given 
by 

5/i+ /   bqdx. 

This last integral being performed in the sense of the pair- 
ing between 71%^ and Hper . We also notice that this is 
independent of the parametrization of the circle. Now we 
compute 

<M)|[(A,0,(/^)]> 

= 7r- l  ZxxxVdx + — /  [£, ri\bdx. 
Zm Jsi ZTTI JSI 
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3. Computation of the infinitesimal co-adjoint action of f on 
G*. We will combine the two items above to compute 

M)d=fad^)M)- 
Hence, 

(t,~b)M = (m\[(\,0,M})- 

From the above results we get 

b=-X^xxx + 2^b + ^bx. (39) 

The crucial point now is that for b G Hpir the mapping 

defined in equation (39) is a linear (unbounded) operator 
from the dense subset HpeJ  of HpeJ  into HpeJ • 

Computation of the Arnold-Euler equation: 

We now define A : Q —>• Q* a positive symmetric operator, with 
the help of Kirillov's form. It is defined at a given point u 6 Q* 
by 

<i4£|i7> = «(*£,»/), 

where X is the complex structure, and Kirillov's formula is given 
by 

for £ and 77 in Q. We remark that all these objects extend by right 
translation to the whole orbit. Furthermore, 

n(i&0>o 

and 

Finally, the above defined symmetric form realizes the Weil-Peter- 
sson metric.   At this point we choose a parametrization of the 
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circle, and with the help of such parametrization x : R —> S1 we 
have an orthonormal basis given by 

zn-2 

y/n6 — n 

where z = exp(ix). 

We remark that in a local system of coordinates, the function 
q above belongs to Hpir and the second component of the map 
A-1 has image in HpeJ (M,M). Now we use equation (39) where 
A = 1, f = qd/dx and b = qdx®2. This yields in the sense of 
Hpe/   (modulo linear changes of variables) 

^ = f -^qxxx + Zqqx)  . (40) 

Hence, the Arnold-Euler equation gives the KdV equation. The 
Arnold-Euler equation (as remarked by Ovsienko and Khesin in 
[39]) is the Hamiltonian flow on the symplectic co-adjoint orbits 
in Q* generated by the Hamiltonian function 

q^^qidxf^A-'^qidxf2)). 

According to Kirillov (see also [51]) our manifold T is a co-adjoint 
orbit of the Bott group. □ 

Repeating the argument of Arnold as presented on the first part of 
this Appendix we conclude: 

Theorem 40. The geodesic flow on the Kdhler manifold T with respect 
to the right invariant Kdhler metric defined in equation (13) induces the 
KdV flow on TidT by means of left translations to the identity. 

Proof. Let g(t) = g(t; •) be a geodesic w.r.t. the Kahler metric on T. 
From the right-invariance of the Kahler metric on T we have that 

Rg-i*g(t) = g(0) = UQ. 

As before, this is equivalent to 

Rg(t)Uo = 9(t)- 
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Let u(t,x) = Lg-i*g(t). By choosing an o.n. basis we will identify the 
tangent and the cotangent spaces at the identity of T. Let A : T^T —>• 
TidT* be this identification. Using the result of Arnold concerning the 
geodesic flow, proved in Appendix 2 of Reference [5], we conclude that 

^^l = {u(t,x),Au(t,x)}. 

From formula (40), it follows that this last equation is equivalent to 
KdV. □ 

Corollary 41. Let g{t, exp(zrr)) = exp(i<fi(t, x)) be a geodesic in T with 
initial velocity </>(0, x) where 

Ai>(o,x) = J2a^inx e n%U^m- 

Then, 

(j)x{t,x) j ' 

is a solution of the KdV equation in Hpir- 

Proof. We have shown that the geodesic flow along T extends for all 
time in the holomorphic directions. Since the geodesic g extends for 
all time it follows that so does the velocity vector g. Hence, q(t, x) = 
A(j)(t,exp(ix))/</)x(t}exp(ix))) is in Tilir for all time and satisfies the 
KdV equation because of Theorem 40. □ 

B    Appendix 2: Review of Some Basic 
Facts of Complex Analysis 

B.l    Introduction 

In this Appendix we shall summarize some well known facts from the 
Theory of Teichmiiller spaces. The purpose is two-fold. First, we hope 
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that this will make the results of the paper accessible to a wider audi- 
ence. Second, it will make the notation and the definitions used easily 
available. We stress, however, that this appendix is not intended to be 
a survey of the theory. For that please refer to [1, 28, 29, 11, 41, 36]. 

In what follows we shall denote by H the upper-half-plane and by 
R the one point compactification of the real line. 

B.2    Quasiconformal Mappings 

A quasiconformal mapping f : V -> f(V) C C is a homeomorphism 
that is absolutely continuous on lines, the partial derivatives are locally 
square-integrable, and / satisfies a.e. the Beltrami equation 

df - iidf = 0, 

for some measurable function fi such that 

k = sup \^(z)\ < 1. 
zev 

We shall say that / is K-quasiconformal if 

The complex valued function /JL is called the complex dilation of the 
quasiconformal mapping /. 

We introduce the Banach space Bp of complex functions w(z), z G C 
which vanish at z = 0 satisfy a Holder condition with exponent 1 - (2/p) 
and have generalized derivatives in Lp. The norm in Bp is given by: 

\\w\\Bp = Hi-2/p[w] + \\dw\\LP + \\dw\\Lp, 

where 

„ r    Tdef \w(Zi) - Wfa)] 
ffl-2/pM -   SUP . 

Zl^Z2     \zl        z2\        ,F 

The existence of a quasiconformal homeomorphisms for a given mea- 
surable function /i in a region Q C C is consequence of the following 
result: (See [6], page 269.) 
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Theorem 42. Let fi G L00 be such that ||//||z,°o < 1. Then, for every 
p > 2 sufficiently close to 2 the equation 

dw — fidw = a 

has a unique solution in Bv. 

As a consequence of the result above one gets: [6] 

Theorem 43. Given fi measurable on the plane such that W^WL
00
 < 1; 

there exists a unique quasiconformal homeomorphism with complex di- 
lation ii of the plane onto itself with fixed points 0, 1 and oo. Further- 
more, if jji vanishes outside a compact subset of C, then there exists 
a unique quasiconformal homeomorphism f** with complex dilation fi 
such that /"(O) = 0 and df-le i/(C) for some p. 

An analogous result for the disk Do is 

Theorem 44. Given fi measurable on the disk Do such W^WL
00
 < 1; 

there exists a unique quasiconformal homeomorphism with complex di- 
lation fj, of the disk onto itself with fixed points 0 and 1. 

B.3    Quasisymmetric Functions 

A quasisymmetric function on S1 is a homeomorphism h : Sl —> C for 
which there exists M such that for all zi, Z2, and Zs in S1 

\zi - tbi = 1*2 - z3\ =* Ihfa) - h(z2)\ < M\h(z2) - h(z3)\. 

Quasisymmetric functions play an important role in Teichmiiller 
theory [1]. We shall say that a quasisymmetric function (/): S1 —> S1 is 
normalized if it fixes the points — 1, —i, and 1. 

It is usual to consider quasisymmetric functions on the real line, in 
which case an equivalent definition is given. A strictly increasing home- 
omorphism h : R —> R, satisfying h(oo) = oo is called X-quasisymmetric 
if for every x € R and t > 0 we have 

i h(X+t)-h(X) 
A - h(x) -h(x-t) - v   ' 
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One of the most important results of the theory is that quasisymme- 
try of h is the necessary and sufficient condition for h to be a boundary 
function of a quasiconformal self-mapping of the upper-half plane H 
fixing oo. This is the content of the next two results, the second of 
which is due to Beurling and Ahlfors. (See [28] pages 31 and 33.) 

Theorem 45. Let f be a K-quasiconformal mapping of H onto itself 
such that /(oo) = oo. Then, f can be extended to a continuous function 
f on the closure K. U H o/EL The boundary function h = /|g satisfies 
the inequalities in equation (41). Furthermore, the dependence of X on 
K in equation (41) is continuous and A(l) = 1. 

The converse of this result is given by 

Theorem 46 (Beurling-Ahlfors). Let h be X-quasisymmetric, then 
for y > 0 and x 6 M 

dt f(x + iy) ^ 1 J (h(x + ty) + h{x - ty)) 

+ i I  (h(x + ty) - h(x - ty)) dt, 
Jo 

is a K-quasiconformal mapping ofW onto itself Furthermore, it agrees 
with h for y = 0, it is continuous, and /(oo) = oo. The maximal 
dilation K is bounded by K(X) that depends continuously on X and 
tends to 1 as X goes to 1. 

We now remark: 

1. Let hi and /12 be quasisymmetric functions and /1 and /2 their 
quasiconformal Beurling-Ahlfors extensions. Then, the quasisym- 
metry constant of /20/f1 tends to 1 if so does the quasisymmetry 
constant A of h2 o h^1. 

2. Suppose h = /&(-,£) depends analytically on the parameter £ and 
dtH'iQ is integrable. Then, the Beurling-Ahlfors extension given 
above also depends analytically on this parameter. 
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B.4    The Sewing Problem 

A number of problems in complex analysis reduce to the following 
sewing problem[287 29, 22]: Given <j> a quasisymmetric homeomorphism 
of the circle find a pair of homeomorphisms (/o, /oo) such that 

(a) fo : Do —> /o(Do) C C and /«, : I^ —> /oopoo) C C, where /o 
and /oo are conformal in the interior of their domains of definition, 

(b) The sets /o(Bb) and /oo(©oo) are complementary Jordan domains, 
and 

(c) For every z e S1 

It is obvious that the problem, as stated above has many solutions 
if it has one. Indeed, let (/o, /oo) be a solution of the problem. Then, 
left composition by any linear fractional transformation T is such that 
(T o /o,T o /oo) is also a solution of the sewing problem. In order to 
solve this problem of nonuniqueness we introduce the following: 

Definition 47. We shall say that a homeomorphism (j) : Sl —> S1 is 
normalized if it fixes the points —1, —z, and 1. We shall say that a 
solution (/o, /oo) of the sewing problem is normalized if both /o and /^ 
fix —1, —i, and 1. 

We remark that the choice of the points —1, —z, and 1 is mere con- 
venience. The sewing problem stated above is usually considered in the 
context of the upper half plane H and its boundary M. In that context, 
the normalization imposed consists of fixing 0, 1 and oo. Obviously, we 
are translating all such notions to the context of Do and S'1 by means 
of the linear fractional transformation 

* = ^- 

The following result settles the sewing problem [40, 28, 29]: 

Theorem 48. Let ^ be a normalized quasisymmetric function. Then, 
the sewing problem for $ has a unique normalized solution pair (fo, /oo). 
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The main steps in the proof of this result are: First, extend (f) 
continuously to the interior of the disk as a quasiconformal mapping 
0 using the Beurling-Ahlfors result. Second, let K[<J>] be the complex 
dilation of (/> and construct F the unique normalized solution of the 
problem 

where 

Third, let 

and 

OF - iidF = 0, (42) 

V{z) = r™~»       Ze®\ (43) 

h = F\ji>°r\ 

Joo - r |5 

It is easy to check that /J"1 o foo(z) = ^>{z) for z £ 51 and that both 
/o and /oo are analytic inside their domains of definition. The normal- 
ization of the solution pair (/o,/oo) follows from that of F and of </>. 
Uniqueness (as well as the above argument) can be found in [28] page 
101. 

The next proposition was used in Section 2 to guarantee that ^ as 
in Definition 4 corresponds to a complex dilation of some quasiconfor- 
mal mapping. 

Proposition 49. Given e > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that if (j) is 
X-quasisymmetric with |A — 1| < 5, then 

Moo = SUp(l - |Z|2)2|S[/oo](l/s)| < €• 

Proof. We follow the notation of Theorems 46 and 48. The univalent 
conformal function /oo is the restriction of a quasiconformal mapping 
F of the extended plane satisfying equation (42) with complex dilation 
given by (43).  It is known that7 if g is a quasiconformal mapping of 

7See for example Theorem 3.2 page 72 of [28]. 
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the plane of complex dilation ju and such that g restricted to the disc 
DQ is conformal, then 

Bap{l-\zms\g](')\<m\\co- 

Writing g(z) = F(l/z) and using properties of the Schwarzian deriva- 
tive, it follows that 

sup 1(1 - |z|2)2S[/oo](l/2)| < 6 sup |«[f](z)|. 

Using Theorem 46 we get that if 0 is A-quasisymmetric, then 

sup \K[<I>]{Z)\ <     '     , .,, 

where i^(A) —> 1, when A -> 1. This proves that ^ given by 

J(i-|2|2)2s(/oo)(i/5).     ^nn, 
Ml)     \0, ,6C\Eb 

can be made arbitrarily small in the L00 norm by taking </> a A-quasi- 
symmetric homeomorphism with A close to 1. □ 

As a simple corollary of the above result we get 

Corollary 50. Ifcf) is sufficiently close to the identity in the C1 topol- 
ogy, then /jifj) as in Definition 4 has ||//^||oo < 1- 

B.5    The Result of Ahlfors and Weill 

The next result due to Ahlfors and Weill [2] plays an important role in 
the theory of Teichmiiller spaces. It is usually stated in the context of 
H and W [11]. For convenience we are rewriting it in the context of DQ 

and OQO . 

Theorem 51 (Ahlfors-Weill). Let ip : PQO —> C be holomorphic such 
that 

(l-\z\2)2\ip(z)\<2,VzeB00. 
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Take, 

w    l o, ^GDOO. 

Then, for any quasiconformal mapping F on the Riemann sphere sat- 
isfying 

{3 - fxd)F = 0, (44) 

we have that 

V>(z)=S{F}(z). 

We shall not repeat the proof of this result here. It could be found 
in page 100 of [11]. We shall, however, highlight the main points in 
the proof. This, we believe, will give some insight in the connection 
between Teichmiiller's theory and the Schrodinger equation. The argu- 
ment hinges upon the fact that the Schwarzian derivative of ratios of 
independent solutions of the Schrodinger equation 

y" + \<py = o , (45) 

gives back the potential (p. More precisely, we have the following 

Lemma 52, Let <p : V —> C be holomorphic. Set 

Tlhp] = < w = — |   yi and y2  Li. solutions of (45) on V > , 
I 2/2 J 

and 

<S~~1[^] = {w : V -> C holomorphic \ S[w] = ^}. 

Then, 

Now, the idea of the proof is based on the explicit construction of 
a quasiconformal mapping satisfying (44) (at least under some simpli- 
fying assumptions), namely: 

r ift(i/*)+(«-|)gi(i/*)    yan 

F(z) = l   J/2(i/2)+(Z-|)yi(iA)'     z *= Mo 
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where, yi and 2/2 are solutions of equation (45). Once one estab- 
lishes that F as defined above is a solution of (44) it follows from 
the Lemma 52 that 

<P = S[yi/y2]. 

The result now follows using the invariance of the Schwarzian derivative 
given by the formula 

S(ToF) = S(F), 

where T is any linear fractional transformation, and the fact that dif- 
ferent quasiconformal solutions of (44) are related by a linear fractional 
transformations. 

Remark. It is well known the important role played by the Schrodin- 
ger operator in the study of the KdV equation. It is also known the 
importance of the Riemann-Hilbert boundary value problem in the so- 
lution of many completely integrable systems. The connection of the 
Schwarzian derivative with the Schrodinger equation described above 
seems to indicate the fact that the Schrodinger equation is entering the 
picture once more. Here, in the form of an explicit way to produce 
solutions to the Beltrami equation. 

B.6      The Construction of the Normalized Solu- 
tions to the Beltrami Equation 

In this part of the appendix we show how to construct a solution to 
the Beltrami equation with zero initial condition such that derivative 
of the solution minus certain monomials are in Lp with p > 2. 

We recall that if / : A -> C has derivatives in L1 (A) and D is a 
domain such that D C A, then 

/w = 1 r mdS(0 _ i rf sno 
27riJdD(-z TT J JD C - z 

This is the generalized Cauchy formula, which is an immediate conse- 
quence of Green's formula. Hence, if f(z) -* 0, as z —>> 00, and if / has 
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derivatives in Ll (C) it follows that 

!(z)=Af[mm,. (47) 
TT J Jc C - % 

In other words, / = Pdf, where P was defined in equation (3). With 
this information in hand we proceed to find a solution for Beltrami's 
equation with the properties described above. More precisely, 

Theorem 53. For any integer n > 1 there exists at least one solution 
CJW of 

d,yn) = 0 
dzu^ - nz71'1 G If  for some p > 2 (48) 

Proof. We first find a solution to 

^/(n) = o 
0/(n) - nz11-1 E 1/ for some p > 2 { ^V7 U  - (49) 

The solution is not unique. It will become unique when we impose 
the third condition in (48). We will suppose /(oo) = oo. Then, in a 
neighborhood of oo, we have 

/W(z) = g{z) + J21**'' = zn + G(z) + E ^'i' (50) 
i=0 i=0 

where g(z) and G(z) are entire. This is a consequence of /^ = 0 in 
C \ Do- Since dzfW - nz71'1 e L? for some p > 2, we have G(z) = AQ, 

with AQ a constant to be determined below. Thus, 

f(n\z) = zn + Ao + f2biz~i> 
1=0 

Since f^ satisfies the Beltrami equation, its derivatives are in L2 lo- 
cally ([28]) and hence the derivatives of /^ - zn - AQ G I/2(C). Note 
that L2(K) C Ll(K) for any iiT compact and by (50) in a neighborhood 
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of oo it follows that /M — zn — AQ has derivatives in L1. Hence their 
derivatives are in L1 (C) and applying the Cauchy generalized formula 
it follows that 

F = f^ -zn-A0 = Pdfin) = PdF. 

Thus, 

From where, 

Suppose now H^llooll^llp < 1- Then the solution of the last equation 
can be obtained by a Neumann series. More precisely, let 0i = imz71"1, 
and for j > 1, fa = //T^_i. Hence, 

Hence YlZi fa converges and df^ = X^Si fa and moreover Bf^ G LP. 

This establishes the existence of the f(n\ To construct a solution 
satisfying the initial condition fsl u/n) = 0 we need the following: 

Lemma 54. Let f be a quasiconformal mapping of the plane with com- 
plex dilatation JJL of compact support, satisfying 

lim f{z) - zn - AQ = 0. 
z—>-oo 

Then, 
00 OO 

i=l 2=1 

For a proof, see Theorem 4.3, page 27 of [28]. Although the proof 
there is for n = 1 and AQ = 0, with minor modifications it gives the 
result we need. (Using the ^ as we defined here.) 

Hence, it it is easy to see, using Cauchy's theorem, that u/n) = zn + 
PY^i fa(z)i satisfies all the three conditions in (48). This concludes 
the proof of the theorem. □ 
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